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Prepulse inhibition (PPI) refers to the reduction in the startle response when a startling stimulus is preceded by a weak prestimulus, and is

an endophenotype of deficient sensorimotor gating in several neuropsychiatric disorders. Emerging evidence suggests that

norepinephrine (NE) regulates PPI, however, the circuitry involved is unknown. We found recently that stimulation of the locus

coeruleus (LC), the primary source of NE to the forebrain, induces a PPI deficit that is a result of downstream NE release. Hence, this

study sought to identify LC-innervated forebrain regions that mediate this effect. Separate groups of male Sprague–Dawley rats received

a cocktail solution of the a1-NE receptor agonist phenylephrine plus the b-receptor agonist isoproterenol (equal parts of each; 0, 3, 10,
and 30mg) into subregions of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), nucleus accumbens (NAcc), extended amygdala, mediodorsal

thalamus (MD-thalamus), or the dorsal hippocampus (DH) before PPI testing. NE agonist infusion into the posterior mPFC, NAcc shell,

bed nucleus of the stria terminalis, basolateral amygdala, and the MD-thalamus disrupted PPI, with particularly strong effects in

MD-thalamus. Sites in which NE receptor stimulation did not disrupt PPI (anterior mPFC, NAcc core, central amygdala, and DH) did

support PPI disruptions with the dopamine D2 receptor agonist quinpirole (0, 10 mg). This pattern reveals new pathways in the regulation

of PPI, and suggests that NE transmission within distinct thalamocortical and ventral forebrain networks may subserve the sensorimotor

gating deficits that are seen in disorders such as schizophrenia, Tourette syndrome, and post-traumatic stress disorder.
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INTRODUCTION

Sensorimotor gating is a fundamental form of information-
processing permitting organisms to filter information from
external and internal domains, and is presumed deficient in
multiple psychiatric disorders in which there is a failure to
filter cognitive, sensory, or motor information (Braff et al,
2008; Geyer, 2008; Swerdlow et al, 2008). Prepulse inhibition
(PPI), referring to the inhibition by a weak pre-stimulus
(prepulse) of the startle response to a subsequent intense
stimulus (pulse), measures sensorimotor gating, and
patients with disorders involving deficient sensorimotor
gating show deficits in PPI (Braff et al, 2001). Thus,
studying PPI in animal models provides a useful tool for
delineating the neural circuitry underlying clinically
observed deficits in sensorimotor gating, and may help to

identify the neural substrates for information-processing
disturbances in a number of psychiatric illnesses (Geyer
et al, 2001; Swerdlow et al, 2001).

Noradrenergic (NE) substrates of PPI are not well
characterized, which is surprising given the proposed role
of NE in regulating attention, arousal, and cognition
(Arnsten, 2004; Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005; Berridge
and Waterhouse, 2003; Sara, 2009). Recent findings indicate
that NE receptors regulate PPI (Alsene et al, 2006; Carasso
et al, 1998; Lahdesmaki et al, 2002, 2004; Sallinen et al,
1998), and that stimulation of the locus coeruleus (LC), the
major source of NE to forebrain (Foote et al, 1983),
produces an anatomically and behaviorally specific deficit
in PPI that is independent of dopamine (DA) or serotonin
transmission, is reversed preferentially by second-genera-
tion antipsychotics, and is mediated by downstream NE
release (Bakshi and Alsene, 2010). The specific NE-
innervated terminal fields through which these effects are
produced, however, remain unknown.

Sites throughout the neuraxis receive NE input; many of
these regions previously have been found through lesion or
pharmacological studies to regulate PPI, but to what extent
NE is involved is unknown (Berridge and Waterhouse, 2003;
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Schwabe and Koch, 2004; Swerdlow et al, 2001). Among
these are portions of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC),
ventral striatum, extended amygdala, hippocampus, and
thalamus, all of which contain NE-synthesizing nerve
terminals and significant concentrations of the main
postsynaptic adrenoceptors and NE heteroreceptors (a1
and b) (Bylund et al, 1994; Foote et al, 1983; McCune et al,
1993; Nicholas et al, 1996; Palacios and Kuhar, 1982;
Pieribone et al, 1994; Pupo and Minneman, 2001; Rainbow
et al, 1984). Hence, this study was designed to map the
forebrain sites at which infusions of an a1 + b-adrenoceptor
cocktail (stimulating non-autoreceptor NE receptors) dis-
rupted PPI. This investigation provides a crucial step in
delineating the substrates through which NE transmission
regulates PPI and as such has the potential to identify novel
pathways underlying the sensorimotor gating deficits seen
in numerous psychiatric illnesses in which NE signaling
abnormalities are hypothesized (Braff et al, 2001; Daly et al,
2005; Dvorakova et al, 2007; Hornykiewicz, 1982; Southwick
et al, 1993).

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Animals

A total of 134 male Sprague–Dawley rats (Harlan Labora-
tories, Madison, WI) weighing 300–400 g were housed in
pairs in clear cages with ad libitum access to food and water
in a light- and temperature-controlled vivarium, and were
maintained under a 12-h light–dark cycle (lights on at 0700
hours). All facilities and procedures were in accordance
with the guidelines regarding animal use and care from the
NIH of the United States, and were supervised and
approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee of the University of Wisconsin.

Surgery

Rats were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (80 mg/
12 mg per ml; Phoenix Scientific, St Joseph, MO), and
secured in a stereotaxic frame (Kopf Instruments, Tujunga,
CA). Stainless steel cannulae (23-gauge, Small Parts, Miami
Lakes, FL) were implanted and affixed to the skull with
dental cement (Lang Dental Mfg, Wheeling, IL) and
anchoring skull screws (Plastics One, Roanoke, VA) and
were aimed bilaterally at sites using the atlas of Paxinos and
Watson (1998). Final coordinates in mm from bregma were:
anterior mPFC ( + 3.0 AP, ±0.75 LM, �4.1 DV); posterior
mPFC ( + 2.0 AP, ±0.8 LM, �4.0); nucleus accumbens shell
(NAccSh, + 1.7 AP, ±0.8 LM, �7.5 DV); nucleus accum-
bens core (NAccCo, + 1.3 AP, ±2.0 LM, �7.1 DV);
mediodorsal thalamus (MD-thalamus, �3.0 AP, ±0.8 LM,
�5.6 DV); bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (BNST, at an
111 angle from the midline, �0.8 AP, ±2.7 LM, �6.7 DV);
dorsal hippocampus (DH, �3.3 AP, ±2.0 LM, �3.6 DV);
central nucleus of amygdala (CeA, �2.1 AP, ±3.85, �7.9
DV); and basolateral amygdala (BLA, �3.0 AP, ±4.8 LM,
�8.3 DV). Wire stylets were placed in the cannulae to
prevent blockage, and rats recovered for a week before
testing.

Drugs and Microinfusions

All drugs ((±)-phenylephrine hydrochloride, (±)-isopro-
terenol hydrochloride, and (�)-quinpirole hydrochloride)
were obtained from Sigma (St Louis, MO) and dissolved in
sterile isotonic saline. Doses were calculated as salts based
on previous studies (Berridge et al, 2003), and the infusion
volume for all experiments was 0.5 ml per side.

For microinfusions, stylets were removed and cannulae
were cleaned with a dental broach (Henry Schein, Melville,
NY); stainless steel injectors (30-gauge, Small Parts) were
lowered to extend 2.0 mm past the tip of the cannula (DV
coordinates reflect distance from skull surface to the
injector tip after insertion). Injectors were attached with
polyethylene tubing (PE-10, Becton Dickinson, Sparks, MD)
to 10-ml glass Hamilton syringes (Hamilton, Reno, NV)
mounted on a microdrive pump (Harvard Apparatus,
Holliston, MA). After infusions, injectors were left in place
for 1 min to allow for absorption of the solution before
replacement of stylets.

Startle Chambers

Startle chambers (San Diego Instruments, San Diego, CA)
contained a nonrestrictive Plexiglas cylinder resting inside a
ventilated and illuminated sound-attenuating cabinet, with
a high-frequency loudspeaker to produce all acoustic
stimuli. As described previously (Mansbach et al, 1988),
the whole-body startle response of the animal caused
vibrations, which were then converted into analog signals
by a piezoelectric unit attached to the platform. These
signals were digitized and stored by a microcomputer and
interface unit. Monthly calibrations were performed on the
chambers to ensure accuracy of the sound levels and
measurements. Sound levels were measured using the
dB(A) scale.

Startle and PPI Testing

The test session consisted of a background noise (65 dB)
that was presented alone for 5 min and remained on for the
length of the session, followed by presentation (in a pseudo-
random order) of pulse-alone trials (40-ms, 120-dB broad-
band bursts), prepulse + pulse trials (20-ms noises that were
3, 9, or 15 dB above the background noise and were
presented 100 ms before the onset of the 120-dB pulse), and
no stimulus trials (only the background noise). The session
was divided into two equivalent parts that each contained 40
trials (8 each of the 3-, 9-, and 15-dB prepulse + pulse trials,
8 pulse-alone trials and 8 no stimulus trials). Four pulse-
alone trials were presented at the beginning and the end of
the session to ensure that startle magnitude was stable
during the portion of the session when PPI was measured,
as the most rapid habituation of the startle response occurs
within the first several presentations (Geyer et al, 1990);
these pulse-alone trials were excluded from the calculations
of startle and %PPI. During the week before the drug testing
began, all rats underwent one exposure to the startle test
session per day on 3 separate days with sham infusions
preceding the last test to familiarize rats with the testing and
microinfusion procedures before the commencement of
drug testing.
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Experimental Design

Each experiment tested the effects of microinfusions of a
mixed NE receptor agonist cocktail (a1 and b) in a specific
brain region, using separate sets of experimentally naı̈ve
rats for each site. Rats were given microinfusions of an
equal parts cocktail of the a1-receptor agonist phenylephr-
ine plus the b-receptor agonist isoproterenol (0, 3, 10, or
30 mg/0.5 ml) into either the anterior mPFC (N¼ 10),
posterior mPFC (N¼ 8), NAccSh (N¼ 10), NAccCo
(N¼ 8), MD-thalamus (N¼ 7), BNST (N¼ 6), DH (N¼ 8),
CeA (N¼ 12), or the BLA (N¼ 13) immediately before
testing in the startle chambers. For each experiment, doses
were administered in a counterbalanced order with at least
2 days separating consecutive tests. For all of the sites in
which no effect of the NE receptor agonists was found, an
additional study was done to determine if the DA D2
receptor agonist quinpirole would produce any effect. Thus,
separate groups of experimentally naı̈ve rats received either
saline or quinpirole (10 mg/0.5 ml) into either the anterior
mPFC (N¼ 13), NAccCo (N¼ 16), DH (N¼ 8), and CeA
(N¼ 15) immediately before testing in startle chambers; the
treatments were given in a counterbalanced order over 2
test days that were separated by 72 h.

Histology

At the end of all experiments, rats were perfused
transcardially with 10% formalin in phosphate buffer
(Sigma Diagnostics, St Louis, MO), 60-mm brain sections
were taken through the injection site and stained with cresyl
violet, and placements were verified by an experimenter
blind to the behavioral data; rats with missed placements
were excluded from subsequent behavioral analyses. Sample
sizes for each experiment reflect this final adjusted number.

Data Analysis

The startle response to the onset of the 120-dB burst was
recorded for 100 ms for each pulse-alone, prepulse + pulse,
and from the onset of each no stimulus trial. Two
measurements (startle magnitude and PPI) were calculated
from these values for each rat for each of the different
treatment conditions. Startle magnitude was the average of
the startle responses to all pulse-alone trials. PPI was
calculated as a percent score for each prepulse + pulse trial
type: % PPI¼ 100�((startle response for prepulse + pulse
trial)/(startle response for pulse-alone trial)). Post hoc
analyses were done using Newman–Keuls tests. The a-level
for significance was set at 0.05.

RESULTS

For every experiment, a significant main effect of prepulse
intensity was seen on analyzing %PPI data (F-ratios X35,
P-values o0.001); this is a standard parametric feature of
PPI in which increasing prepulse intensities elicit higher
levels of PPI (Braff et al, 2001). For the sake of brevity, this
main effect is not repeated throughout the Results section,
as there also were no significant interactions between the
prepulse intensity and drug factors for any experiment.

Stimulation of a1+ b-NE Receptors in Discrete
Forebrain Regions Disrupts PPI

Medial prefrontal cortex. ANOVA revealed a significant
main effect of the a1 + b-NE receptor agonist cocktail on
PPI in the posterior mPFC (F(3, 21)¼ 6.3, Po0.003), but not
the anterior mPFC (F(3, 27)¼ 0.6, NS). Post hoc analyses
indicated that the highest dose reduced PPI levels
significantly below vehicle levels at each prepulse intensity
in the posterior mPFC (Po0.05) (Figure 1).

Nucleus accumbens. Differential effects on PPI with NE
receptor stimulation were also obtained across NAcc
subregions (Figure 2), with a significant main effect of NE
agonist treatment in NAccSh (F(3, 27)¼ 2.9, Po0.048), but
not in NAccCo (F(3, 21)¼ 0.6, NS). Subsequent analyses
confirmed that in the NAccSh, the highest dose of the
cocktail reduced PPI at the 9-dB (Po0.05) and 15-dB
(Po0.01) prepulse intensities.

BNST. A significant main effect of drug was seen in the
BNST (F(3, 15)¼ 6.4, Po0.006), (Figure 3), with reduction
of PPI at each prepulse intensity after administration of the
highest dose of the cocktail (Po0.05�Po0.01).

Amygdala. Heterogeneity in the response to NE receptor
stimulation also was seen across subregions of the amygdala
(Figure 4), with significant main effects of drug treatment in
the BLA (F(3, 36)¼ 3.3, Po0.030), but not in the CeA
(F(3, 33)¼ 0.3, NS). In the BLA, the highest dose reduced
PPI at the lower two prepulse intensities (Po0.05); at the
9-dB intensity, the 10-mg dose in BLA also reduced PPI
(Po0.05). For these sites, a number of rats had injector
placements that fell just outside of either amygdala
subregion; these subjects were thus not included in the
above groups. Instead, their behavioral data were analyzed
separately in order to determine if NE receptor agonist
infusions immediately outside of the BLA and CeA affected
PPI. Neither the ‘missed-BLA’ group (N¼ 7) nor the
‘missed-CeA’ group (N¼ 4) showed any significant drug
treatment effect (F ratios for main effects or interactions
p0.5, P-values X0.7), indicating that the PPI-disruptive
effect that was observed following NE agonist infusion into
the BLA was highly anatomically specific.

Thalamus and hippocampus. The a1 + b-receptor cocktail
produced a significant main effect of drug treatment in
the MD-thalamus (F(3, 18)¼ 12.6, Po0.001), but not in the
DH (F(3, 21)¼ 0.5, NS). Post hoc analyses indicated that in
MD-thalamus, both the 10-mg (Po0.05) and the 30-mg
(Po0.01) doses reduced PPI at all three prepulse intensities;
this effect in MD-thalamus was the strongest of all sites
examined (Figure 5). In particular, comparison of the
efficacy of the middle dose to disrupt PPI indicated that in
MD-thalamus, this dose produced a 30% reduction in
composite PPI from vehicle values, which was nearly
double the PPI reduction produced by this dose in the
BLA (the only other site in which the 10-mg dose
had any effect at all). Thus, both in terms of magnitude
of the effect size as well as sensitivity to lower doses, the
MD-thalamus showed a greater effect than any other site
tested.
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There was some variability in the non-drug (vehicle)
levels of PPI and startle across brain regions, which either
could be due to the differential patterns of tissue damage
that would be incurred by targeting the different sites or
that simply reflects the regular variability in baseline values
from one cohort of rats to another. Nevertheless, because a
within-subjects design was used for each study, this small
variability in baseline values across experiments would not
affect the experimental outcomes, because drug and vehicle
values were obtained within the same rat.

Sites Unresponsive to NE Receptor Agonists do Support
DA D2 Agonist-Induced PPI Disruption

As a positive control in sites where the NE agonist cocktail
did not disrupt PPI, the D2 agonist quinpirole was tested.
ANOVA indicated a significant main effect of quinpirole
treatment in each of these regions: anterior mPFC
(F(1, 12)¼ 4.7, Po0.049); NAccCo (F(1, 15)¼ 8.9, Po
0.009); DH (F(1, 7)¼ 18.6, Po0.004); CeA (F(1, 14)¼ 6.6,
Po0.023). Post hoc analyses confirmed that quinpirole
significantly lowered PPI at multiple prepulse intensities in
each site (Po0.05�Po0.001). Thus, the failure of anterior
mPFC, NAccCo, DH, or CeA to display NE receptor-

mediated PPI deficits is not because of imperviousness to
PPI modulation in these regions; rather, it indicates that in
these sites, stimulation of DA but not NE receptors disrupts
PPI (Figure 6).

Effects on PPI are Dissociable from Changes in Baseline
Startle

Table 1 displays the effects of the phenylephrine (a1)/
isoproterenol (b) cocktail on baseline startle values
(responses to the pulse-alone trials) in each site; Table 2
gives this information for the quinpirole tests. ANOVA
indicated a significant main effect of the NE receptor
cocktail on startle responses after infusion into the poster-
ior mPFC (F(3, 21)¼ 4.8, Po0.01), BLA (F(3, 36)¼ 5.9,
Po0.003), BNST (F(3, 15)¼ 3.6, Po0.04), and CeA
(F(3, 33)¼ 2.8, Po0.05); post hoc analyses revealed that
the highest dose reduced startle compared with the vehicle
condition (Po0.05) in each of these sites. No significant
main effect of the NE receptor cocktail was seen with
infusion into any other site (all F ratios p1.8 and P-values
X0.13). A significant main effect of quinpirole treatment
was seen after infusion into the anterior mPFC
(F(1, 12)¼ 10.7, Po0.007), NAccCo (F(1, 15)¼ 18.9,
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Figure 1 (a) Representative injector tip locations within the anterior (top panel) and posterior (bottom panel) medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), indicated
by the arrows. ac, anterior commissure; IC, insular cortex; cc, corpus callosum. (b) Chartings depicting the locations in which infusions of the a1+ b-NE
receptor agonist cocktail did (red) and did not (green) disrupt % prepulse inhibition (PPI). Distances are in mm from the bregma. (c) Effects on % PPI of the
phenylephrine + isoproterenol cocktail in the anterior and posterior mPFC. Values represent means±SEM for each dose. Doses are in mg/0.5ml. Prepulse
intensity indicates decibels above the background noise level. *Po0.05, relative to VEH (vehicle) condition.
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Po0.001), and DH (F(1, 7)¼ 13.1, Po0.009), with quinpir-
ole lowering startle in these sites (Po0.05), but not in
the CeA.

Therefore, PPI reduction was seen without concomitant
startle changes (ie, with cocktail infusion into NAccSh or
MD-thalamus or quinpirole infusion into CeA), and in other
cases, startle reduction was seen without accompanying
alterations in PPI (ie, with cocktail infusion into CeA).
Thus, alterations in baseline startle are neither necessary
nor sufficient to produce PPI deficits. In order to further
confirm this dissociation between startle and PPI effects,
additional analyses were conducted for all experiments
using a median-split method to divide rats within each
experiment into two groups based on the degree of startle
suppression induced by the drug treatment relative to the
vehicle condition (the 30-mg dose of the cocktail, or the
quinpirole for the D2 agonist studies). Thus, half of the rats
in each experiment were assigned to the ‘high suppression’
group, and the other half were in the ‘low suppression’
group. This grouping designation was then included as an
additional factor in the original ANOVAs to examine
whether the high and low groups showed differential PPI
responses with drug treatment. No significant interactions
on PPI were seen for the startle suppression grouping factor
and the drug treatment factor for any experiment, indicat-

ing that the drug-induced PPI deficits were independent of
any effect on baseline startle magnitude.

DISCUSSION

The goal of this study was to identify the forebrain NE
terminal fields in which stimulation of NE receptors
(excluding autoreceptors) disrupts PPI. Infusion of an
equal parts cocktail of the a1-NE receptor agonist
phenylephrine and the b-receptor agonist isoproterenol
into posterior mPFC, NAccSh, BNST, BLA, or MD-thalamus
caused a significant disruption of PPI, demonstrating that
direct stimulation of NE receptors in these sites reproduces
the deficit in information processing that is seen in multiple
psychiatric illnesses including schizophrenia (Braff et al,
2001). These PPI deficits occurred with or without
concomitant reductions in the startle response to the
pulse-alone, indicating that simple alterations in baseline
startle reactivity are not sufficient or necessary for NE
receptor-mediated effects; instead, these effects reflect a
veritable reduction in sensorimotor gating. Moreover, the
a1 + b-receptor-induced PPI deficit exhibited specificity for
several discrete cortical and subcortical targets, rather than
being promiscuously expressed in all sites tested; thus, for
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Figure 2 (a) Representative injector tip locations within the nucleus accumbens core (NAccCo) (top panel) and shell (NAccSh) (bottom panel), indicated
by the arrows. ac, anterior commissure; CPu, caudate putamen; LV, lateral ventricle. (b) Chartings depicting the locations in which infusions of the a1+ b-NE
receptor agonist cocktail did (red) and did not (green) disrupt % prepulse inhibition (PPI). Distances are in mm from the bregma. (c) Effects on % PPI of the
phenylephrine + isoproterenol cocktail in the NAccCo and NAccSh. Values represent means±SEM for each dose. Doses are in mg/0.5ml. Prepulse intensity
indicates decibels above the background noise level. *Po0.05, **Po0.01 relative to VEH (vehicle) condition.
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each site in which the agonist cocktail produced an effect,
there was an adjacent control site in which the same
infusion parameters had no behavioral effect. Nevertheless,
in each of the ‘negative’ sites tested (anterior mPFC,
NAccCo, CeA, and DH), stimulation of DA D2 receptors
did disrupt PPI. This positive control manipulation reveals
that the lack of NE effect in those sites was not because of a
lack of functional significance for PPI modulation, but
rather that there is a mechanistic difference between NE and
DA signaling within those sites that underlies the dissoci-
able effects of these two systems on PPI. In summary, the
present results reveal a set of specific anatomical substrates
that mediate the disruptions of PPI seen with systemic
administration of NE receptor agonists (Alsene et al, 2006;
Carasso et al, 1998; Swerdlow et al, 2006; Varty et al, 1999).
Moreover, as LC stimulation disrupts PPI through down-
stream release of NE (Bakshi and Alsene, 2010), these
findings provide the first demonstration of the specific NE
terminal regions through which this effect might occur.
Overall, these findings indicate novel pathways for the
regulation of PPI that may be distinct from previously
characterized DA-sensitive substrates.

Previous studies of DbH immunoreactivity (the enzyme
for NE synthesis used to identify NE-containing neurons)
indicated that in every site in which the a1 + b-NE receptor
agonist cocktail disrupted PPI, there was an abundance of
NE-containing fibers (terminals) (Baldo et al, 2003; Berridge
et al, 1997; Delfs et al, 1998; Swanson and Hartman, 1975).
Among the ‘PPI-negative’ regions for the cocktail infusion,

only NAccCo lacked DbH immunoreactivity; all other sites
(anterior mPFC, DH, and CeA) displayed intense labeling.
This observation confirms that the sites identified with the
present direct-agonist mapping approach have physiologi-
cal relevance with regard to understanding the behavioral
effects of endogenous NE transmission. Moreover, high
concentrations of both a1 + b-NE receptors are found in
many of the sites (anterior mPFC, DH, and CeA) in which
the agonist cocktail had no effect on PPI (Pupo and
Minneman, 2001; Rainbow et al, 1984; Swanson and
Hartman, 1975; Young and Kuhar, 1980), and the dose
range employed in the present study was sufficiently high to
alter other behaviors in these ‘PPI-null’ sites (Azami et al,
2010; Ferry et al, 1999; Kerfoot et al, 2008). Hence, our
negative results are not because of the use of behaviorally
inactive doses. The most parsimonious explanation is that
there is a veritable functional segregation across anatomical
regions with regard to NE modulation of PPI.

The specific structures that were found in the present
studies to support NE-mediated PPI deficits likely reflect
nodes within a distinct network or networks that ultimately
impinge on the pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus, which
functions as a midbrain interface between forebrain
cognitive processing and the brainstem startle circuit (Fendt
et al, 2001; Koch et al, 1993; Swerdlow et al, 2001), and is
regarded as the obligatory ‘final pathway’ for forebrain
regulation of PPI. Two primary considerations are relevant
to understanding these putative NE-sensitive networks.
First, does NE signaling elicit differential effects on neuron
firing, local circuit dynamics, or other relevant parameters
in ‘PPI-responsive’ vs ‘PPI-null sites’ that could explain the
differential NE agonist effects in these sites? Recent
information regarding the subcellular localization of a1-
receptors in NAccSh suggests specific substrates through
which NE signaling might shift excitatory and DA
neurotransmission in sites that regulate PPI (Rommelfanger
et al, 2009; Verheij and Cools, 2009). Although not all the
regions examined in this study have been tested with regard
to such substrates, there are some independent findings that
hint at possible mechanisms for the differential effects of NE
receptor agonists across these regions. For example,
measuring short-term potentiation in amygdala slices, it
was found that b-receptor stimulation with isoproterenol
increases synaptic plasticity in the medial portions of this
structure such as CeA, but decreases it in BLA (Watanabe
et al, 1996). Similarly, in certain regions such as basal
forebrain and amygdala, a1- and b-NE receptors produce
additive effects or work in concert to support behavioral
functions (Berridge, 2008; Ferry et al, 1999), but in cortical
areas, these receptor subtypes can have opposing actions
(Kobayashi, 2007). Thus, the net result of co-stimulating a1-
and b-receptors (as would occur with endogenous enhance-
ment of NE transmission) can vary across brain regions,
and functional neuropharmacological differences such as
these could represent the basis for the divergent efficacy of
our NE direct agonist cocktail across the brain sites tested.
Nevertheless, such factors cannot entirely account for
the anatomical profile obtained in the present studies, as
sites such as anterior vs posterior mPFC likely share similar
a1- and b-receptor dynamics.

Thus, a second mechanism that could explain the
divergent efficacy across sites of the a1 + b-receptor cocktail
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Figure 3 (a) Representative injector tip location within the bed nucleus
of the stria terminalis (BNST), indicated by the arrow. LV, lateral ventricle;
LGP, lateral globus pallidus. (b) Charting depicting the locations in which
infusions of the a1+ b-NE receptor agonist cocktail disrupted % prepulse
inhibition (PPI). Distance is in mm from the bregma. (c) Effects on % PPI of
the phenylephrine + isoproterenol cocktail in the BNST. Values represent
means±SEM for each dose. Doses are in mg/0.5ml. Prepulse intensity
indicates decibels above the background noise level. *Po0.05, ***Po0.01
relative to VEH (vehicle) condition.
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is the differing input–output circuitry of these regions. All
of the ‘PPI-positive’ sites fall into one of two putative
anatomical circuits, a ventral forebrain network (with
NAccSh and BNST), or a thalamocortical network (with
posterior mPFC, BLA, and MD-thalamus). These two
networks can be distinguished based on the sources of
their afferent NE innervation as well as the magnitude of
PPI disruption that was produced by NE receptor stimula-
tion. One pattern that emerges is that sites subserving a
more modest NE-based PPI disruption (ie, effects seen only
with the highest dose and only at some prepulse intensities)
receive NE innervation primarily from the A1/A2 cell bodies
(nucleus of the solitary tract) with far lesser contributions
from the A6 cell bodies of the LC (Berridge et al, 1997; Delfs
et al, 1998; Terenzi and Ingram, 1995). This pattern might
suggest that the types of stimuli that drive A1/A2 nuclei
(largely related to ascending visceral and autonomic
information) do not exert as strong an effect on sensor-
imotor gating through these ascending NE projections.

In contrast, sites within our proposed thalamocortical
circuit (BLA, posterior mPFC, and MD-thalamus) receive all
NE innervation from the LC (Foote et al, 1983; Swanson and
Hartman, 1975). Of particular interest in this regard is the
MD-thalamus. We found that NE agonists produce a
profound PPI disruption in this site; indeed, this effect
was the strongest and most dose-dependent out of all the
sites tested. Interestingly, the BLA and posterior mPFC both

connect reciprocally with MD-thalamus; robust NE agonist-
induced PPI deficits were found in these sites, but not in the
DH, which does not connect to MD-thalamus (Gabbott et al,
2005; Giguere and Goldman-Rakic, 1988; Hoover and
Vertes, 2007; Kuroda, 1998; Miyashita et al, 2007; Mon-
tagnese et al, 2003; Vertes et al, 2007). Moreover, the
anterior mPFC, which was a ‘null’ site in this study, has
proportionately less abundant reciprocal connections with
MD-thalamus, compared with the posterior mPFC, which
was a ‘PPI-active’ site (Gabbott et al, 2005; Hoover and
Vertes, 2007). Hence, the BLA, posterior mPFC, and MD-
thalamus may represent nodes within a reciprocally
interconnected network by which affectively valenced
processing in frontotemporal structures gains access to a
thalamic relay for PPI, the MD-thalamus. Accordingly,
when NE receptors are stimulated in sites within this
thalamocortical network, a larger PPI disruption is seen
than with the ventral forebrain regions, with multiple doses
of the NE agonist cocktail being effective at all prepulse
intensities in the BLA, posterior mPFC, and, in particular,
the MD-thalamus. The magnitude of the PPI deficit with NE
receptor stimulation in MD-thalamus is similar to that seen
with LC stimulation, which disrupts PPI via downstream
release of NE (Bakshi and Alsene, 2010). Thus, a
reciprocally interacting thalamocortical network with a
strong NE projection from LC to MD-thalamus could be
recruited by LC stimulation, and produce profound deficits
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Figure 4 (a) Representative injector tip locations within the central amygdala (CeA) (top panel), and the basolateral amygdala (BLA) (bottom panel),
indicated by the arrows. PaMP, paraventricular hypothalamic nucleus (medial part); opt, optic tract; VM, ventromedial thalamic nucleus. (b) Chartings
depicting the locations in which infusions of the a1+ b-NE receptor agonist cocktail did (red) and did not (green) disrupt % prepulse inhibition (PPI).
Distances are in mm from the bregma. (c) Effects on % PPI of the phenylephrine + isoproterenol cocktail in the CeA and the BLA. Values represent
means±SEM for each dose. Doses are in mg/0.5 ml. Prepulse intensity indicates decibels above the background noise level. *Po0.05, relative to VEH
(vehicle) condition.
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in PPI because of connections with other neocortical sites
such as BLA and posterior mPFC.

Interestingly, lesions or pharmacological inactivation of
MD-thalamus disrupt PPI, but intra-MD-thalamus infusions
of DA agonists do not, suggesting that this site regulates PPI
independently of the DA system (Kodsi and Swerdlow, 1997;
Swerdlow et al, 2002). The present results for the first time
indicate a specific neurotransmitter system (NE) through
which MD-thalamus regulation of PPI occurs, and raise the
question of whether NE receptor stimulation in MD-
thalamus disrupts PPI by functionally inactivating this
nucleus. Although thalamus is known to contain particu-
larly high levels of a1-receptors (McCune et al, 1993;
Pieribone et al, 1994; Strazielle et al, 1999), the cellular and
ultrastructural localization of NE receptors specifically
within the MD nucleus is not known, thus it is unclear
whether these receptors are positioned to shift the balance
of excitatory vs inhibitory transmission within this site as
they have been hypothesized to do in ventral striatum
(Rommelfanger et al, 2009). Nevertheless, there is some

evidence to suggest that in some thalamic regions, NE
receptor stimulation can depress the firing rate of up to 90%
of responsive neurons (Grasso et al, 2006). Whether these
mechanisms also apply to the MD-thalamus remains to be
determined, as the nature of NE-mediated electrophysiolo-
gical responses in thalamus is exquisitely dependent on
local transmitter concentration as well as cell type
(McCormick et al, 1991; Moxon et al, 2007), but the notion
that the present PPI disruption is due to a functional
reduction of MD-thalamus activity is certainly a plausible
hypothesis that merits further investigation. MD-thalamus
does receive dense NE-containing projections that are
distributed throughout the nucleus, and are even more
abundant than the DA innervation of this site (Melchitzky
and Lewis, 2001), so there is an additional anatomical basis
for hypothesizing that within the MD-thalamus, NE
transmission may be a crucial modulator of sensorimotor
gating.

Cellular and neurotransmission abnormalities have been
found in schizophrenia patients in several of the brain
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Figure 5 (a) Representative injector tip locations within the dorsal hippocampus (DH) (top panel) and the mediodorsal (MD) thalamus (bottom panel),
indicated by the arrows. LV, lateral ventricle; LDDM, laterodorsal thalamic nucleus; DG, dentate gyrus; LHb, lateral habenular nucleus. (b) Chartings depicting
the locations in which infusions of the a1+ b-NE receptor agonist cocktail did (red) and did not (green) disrupt % prepulse inhibition (PPI). Distances are in
mm from the bregma. (c) Effects on % PPI of the phenylephrine + isoproterenol cocktail in the DH and the MD- thalamus. Values represent means±SEM
for each dose. Doses are in mg/0.5 ml. Prepulse intensity indicates decibels above the background noise level. *Po0.05, **Po0.001, relative to VEH (vehicle)
condition.
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regions identified presently to mediate NE-based sensor-
imotor gating deficits, including MD-thalamus (Alelu-Paz
and Gimenez-Amaya, 2008; Byne et al, 2009; Lewis, 2009;
Pakkenberg et al, 2009), and analysis of MD-thalamus-PFC
innervation at the ultrastructural level has led to the
suggestion that this site is well positioned to ‘gate’
information processing within PFC (Rotaru et al, 2005), a
process that may be intimately connected to PPI. Hence, the
MD-thalamus may represent an important site of action for
second-generation (‘atypical’) antipsychotic drugs that act
in part through DA-independent mechanisms such as
a1-NE receptors (Bymaster et al, 1996), since second-
generation antipsychotics are particularly effective in

normalizing NE-based PPI deficits that are induced by
stimulation of the LC (Bakshi and Alsene, 2010).
a1- and b-receptors in multiple forebrain sites have long

been known to participate in higher-order cognitive tasks
such as working memory and attentional set-shifting via
mPFC (Arnsten et al, 1999, 1998; Lapiz and Morilak, 2006;
Ramos et al, 2005, 2006), and learning and memory
processes via hippocampus and amygdala (Ferry et al,
1999; Miranda et al, 2007; Roozendaal et al, 2004, 2008). The
present results considerably broaden this view of the
functional role of NE receptors in cognition by providing
for the first time a systematic delineation of the extended
neuronal network through which NE signaling can regulate
pre-attentional forms of information processing such as
PPI. Given the conceptualization of sensorimotor gating as
a breakdown in information filtering that can result in the
processing of potentially irrelevant stimuli (Braff et al, 2008;
Swerdlow et al, 2008), it is tempting to speculate that NE
receptor-mediated deficits in PPI might contribute to
impairments in volitional attention-based tasks such as
delayed alternation paradigms by allowing too much

Figure 6 Effects on % prepulse inhibition (PPI) of treatment with the dopamine receptor agonist quinpirole in the (a) anterior mPFC, (b) nucleus
accumbens core, (c) central amygdala, and (d) dorsal hippocampus. Values represent means±SEM for each drug condition. White bars are vehicle values
and black bars are values for quinpirole (10 mg/0.5 ml). Prepulse intensity indicates decibels above the background noise level. *Po0.05, **Po0.01,
***Po0.001 relative to vehicle condition.

Table 1 Effects on Baseline Startle Magnitude (Responses to the
120-dB Pulse-Alone Trials) of the Cocktail Solution of the
a1-Receptor Agonist Phenylephrine Plus the b-Receptor Agonist
Isoproterenol

Vehicle 3 lg
Cocktail

10lg
Cocktail

30lg
Cocktail

Anterior mPFC 294±43 337±24 275±43 261±40

Posterior mPFC 177±20 196±19 169±33 123±21*

NAccSh 280±30 243±53 229±38 177±26

NAccCo 380±42 388±43 346±32 361±47

BNST 416±92 393±89 298±62 208±59*

Central amygdala 418±66 373±57 355±50 288±42*

Basolateral amygdala 409±41 390±37 368±50 299±46*

MD-thalamus 512±199 303±54 235±37 231±40

Dorsal hippocampus 326±55 341±60 350±61 326±71

Doses are in mg/ 0.5 ml. Values represent means±SEM for each dose. *Po0.05,
relative to vehicle condition.

Table 2 Effects on Baseline Startle Magnitude (Responses to the
120-dB Pulse-Alone Trials) of the Dopamine D2 Receptor Agonist
Quinpirole (10mg/0.5ml)

Vehicle 10lg Quinpirole

Anterior mPFC 315±35 217±31*

NAccCo 408±49 163±38*

Central amygdala 394±53 309±44

Dorsal hippocampus 254±40 164±21*

Values represent means±SEM for each dose. *Po0.05, relative to vehicle
condition.
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(potentially irrelevant) information to gain access and
compete with task-relevant information held online in
frontotemporal networks. The present results are also
consistent with theories that altered forebrain NE transmis-
sion contributes to the cognitive deficits seen in schizo-
phrenia patients (Robbins and Arnsten, 2009).

These findings have implications for all psychiatric
diseases that involve deficient sensorimotor gating. Schizo-
phrenia is often considered the prime example of these
diseases; however, Tourette syndrome and post-traumatic
stress disorder (PTSD) are also reliably associated with
disrupted PPI (Braff et al, 2001; Castellanos et al, 1996;
Grillon et al, 1996; Swerdlow, 2001). These disorders
are well known to be responsive to NE-based drugs
and potentially involve dysregulation of the NE system
(Bhidayasiri, 2005; Breier et al, 1990; Gay et al, 1989; Gomes
et al, 1980; Leckman et al, 1995; Sandyk, 1986). Therefore,
it is possible that increased NE signaling at a1- and
b-receptors in regions such as posterior mPFC, NAccSh,
BNST, BLA, and MD-thalamus could contribute to the
pathophysiology of these psychiatric disorders. Indeed, the
a1-NE receptor antagonist prazosin and drugs such as
guanfacine and clonidine that reduce NE transmission via
stimulation of a2-NE autoreceptors completely block NE-
based PPI deficits (Alsene et al, 2006; Carasso et al, 1998;
Swerdlow et al, 2006) and are effective in treating PTSD and
Tourette syndrome (Daly et al, 2005; Leckman et al, 1991),
leading to the suggestion that NE-based models of PPI
deficits may be particularly relevant for these illnesses
(Swerdlow et al, 2006). Thus, normalization of NE signaling
at a1- and b-receptors within nodes of these frontotemporal
PPI networks could have beneficial effects on sensorimotor
gating deficits in a number of psychiatric illnesses in which
deficient PPI is considered a core endophenotype.
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